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Introduction  
 
The consultation stage for public engagement on the evidence and policy options for 
the Neighborhood Plan started on 21 July 2020 and continued until 1 September 
2020. This report collates all the responses received on the survey form during that 
period. The form was available to use on the Forum’s website along with all the 
documents it referred to. However, for those people not on-line paper copies of the 
documents and the form were supplied on request. This report includes the 
responses received on paper copies of the form. 
 
A total of 121 respondents took part in the survey. Anonymous responses were 
allowed but respondents were asked to provide their address or at least a post code 
so that the distribution of people taking part could be noted but again not published. 
All but one of the responses are believed to be from or on behalf of individual people 
although a few of them are understood to run local businesses, such as riding 
stables.  
 
The one exception is the Wildlife Trust for Lancashire, Manchester, and North 
Merseyside. This official organisation along with about 40 other bodies were 
separately written to asking for their comments. The letters and email replies 
received from these organisations are separately presented on the Forum’s website 
and the Wildlife Trust have been asked to reproduce their comments in that format 
so that their views can be clearly identified. 
 
Most of the respondents to the survey form only answered the questions posed on it 
and did not provide additional comments. The number of responses to each question 
are shown along with the percentage proportions on pie charts. The numbers of 
respondents making additional comments are also shown. 
 
These comments are reproduced verbatim. No attempt has been made to correct 
spelling mistakes or grammar. Although all the responses are shown anonymously, 
so do not reveal direct personal data a few of the comments have small redactions to 
avoid any indirect personal data being revealed. The redactions have been done to 
comply with General Data Protection Regulation. 
  



Q1. Do you support the proposed Vision of the Neighbourhood Plan? * 
Yes I support the proposed Vision of the Neighbourhood Plan 114 responded 
No I feel it should be amended, please see my comments in the box below  
7 responded 

 
Comments (7 comments) 

- Plot MM7 has history of development.  It was granted permission for development in 2015 for the 
erection of 4 stables, tack room and barn. 
- Plot MM7 is described as horse fields it does not state it has a building situated on the land as per 
above approved planning permission. 
- Plot MM7 is in flood zone 2 however 2 other plots in the immediate area are also within that zone and 
have been given the green light suitable for planning. 
- Plot MM7 was recently used by United Utilities as a road to access land to the back of the plot to install 
a sustainable drainage system.  This was installed to reduce the risk of flooding in the immediate area 
and is situated directly behind plot MM7. 
- The other 2 sites which have been deemed suitable for planning are predominately within zone 2 but 
have more constraints than plot MM7 yet are deemed suitable for planning. 
- In the report plot MM7 is deemed yellow low risk regarding the flood zone but the plot has been 
deemed unsuitable for development. 
- Plot MM7 is surrounded by existing properties that are wholly in flood zone 2 yet have been deemed 
suitable for development.  
- If the only factor of a sequential test is required why is the plot deemed red unsuitable and not yellow? 
- The plot across the road is predominantly in flood zone 2 to the frontage on Midgeland Road however it 
is advised development should take place to the frontage.  Why is development suitable on that plot in 
flood zone 2 and not MM7?  

"Marton Moss has stayed mainly open and green in appearance with well-maintained public spaces and 
attractive main thoroughfares" - The open spaces are mainly concentrated in one area on the borders of 
the Moss when actually it is important to maintain those open and green spaces that are intermingled 
within the more built up areas of the Moss. Suggestion - Marton Moss provides an accessible network of 
green and open spaces that provide healthy recreation and supports biodiversity and which meets the 
needs of our local communities. 

94%

6%

Q1. Do you support the proposed Vision of the Neighbourhood 
Plan?

Yes I support the proposed Vision of the Neighbourhood Plan No I feel it should be amended



I object to the proposed new off road paths, and i am also concerned over what planning constraints this 
may bring for individual developments 

I feel that the Neighbourhood plan does not represent all persons in the proposed area. At the 
conception of the proposed plan, it was made clear that only those who actually lived in the area could 
vote on any proposals, if you owned a small holding or any other land the vote was denined, this is 
obviously discrinimation, why are we not included? I feel that land owners should have a vote after all its 
our land that can be built on. 

I feel there are already too many houses in the moss area and oppose any further housing developments 
to the area. Especially to site MM16 and MM9 which are not only right next to our own property, which 
already has flooding issues as well as being a safe haven for local wildlife such as newts, sparrow, 
woodpeckers as well as other wildlife that are on the decline. It should also be noted the natural 
hedgerows and wildflowers are of paramount importance to the bees kept locally.  

As the conservation is all south of Progress Way, I do not believe that any of the lands to the north of 
Progress Way should be included in the Neighbourhood Plan. 

I feel the whole of the neighbourhood plan area should be considered as a conservation area. By setting 
aside part of the plan area is in effect forcing the hand of the forumâ€™s decisions. 

 
 
 
  



Q2. Do you support the proposed Objectives of the Neighbourhood Plan? * 
Yes I support the proposed Objectives of the Neighbourhood Plan 115 responded 
No I feel it should be amended, please see my comments in the box below  
6 responded 
 

 
  

Comments (6 comments) 

Two of the consultants documents state that the housing requirement for Marton Moss has already 
been met, and exceeded, so I see no reason to propose more developments in the current plan 
period. The next plan period will almost certainly ask for more houses, so any potential sites can be 
put forward then. I also haven't seen anything in the documents that gives clear evidence that 
additional homes are required over and above the calculated housing requirement. 

I object to tourism on the moss. Clarification is needed on additional open leisure space and uses.  

It has become clear that the committee dictate anything to do with the plan, when there is a planning 
application from the traveller community to redevelop their land, an email is curculated asking for 
people to strongly object, this is against the Race Relations Act, and is Ethnic discrimination, thus 
against the law. 

No. The moss is a semi rural area. Hedgerows may not look as nice as the new build houses planned 
to pop up but they do serve their purpose for the local wildlife. Areas surrounding MM16 and MM9 as 
well as many other areas in the moss area have had a noticeable increase in ground water since 
previous new build houses have been put up and will likely worsen with further developments. 

See answer to Q1 

There is no mention of climate change unless this is inferred through reference to flooding and 
drainage. 

  

95%

5%

Q2. Do you support the proposed Objectives of the Neighbourhood 
Plan?

Yes I support the proposed Objectives of the Neighbourhood Plan No I feel it should be amended



Q3. Do you agree with the Suggested Issues the plan should deal with? * 
Yes I agree with the Suggested Issues the plan should deal with 116 responded 
No I feel they should be amended, please see my comments in the box below  
5 responded 
 

 
 

Comments (5 comments) 

Whilst i agree with many points on the suggested issues. I do disagree with lack of outdoor recreation 
and limited opportunities for cycling, horse riding and footpaths. I feel the Moss is a very safe and 
closed community  opening additional outdoor recreation areas and additional routes for horse 
riding, walking and cycling, could possibly lead to an increase of non residents who do not respect the 
area and the people living there. 

The suggested issues should cover further aspects, such as when we can elect a committee. Serious 
issues such as personal opinions have and will continue unless an elected committee take this plan 
forward. An unelected committee is answerable to no one. 

We are against any further development in way of housing to the area but would agree that the 
public pathways and dykes are in need of renovation. 

Within the constraints in the answer to Q1 

I think it is for local residents to say what matters to them however I would say that drainage and 
flooding seem to be recurrent issues in the documentation. It would be wise to recognise that much 
of the area's surviving biodiversity interest and importance is bound up with the historic ditch 
network (Common Meadow Rue, otters and water vole passing through) and ponds (part of the 
important Fylde pondscape supporting Great Crested Newts etc.). Careful consideration needs to be 

96%

4%

Q3. Do you agree with the Suggested Issues the plan should deal 
with?

Yes I agree with the Suggested Issues the plan should deal with No I feel they should be amended



given towards balancing the needs of residents and wildlife when considering drainage options. SUDS 
should be considered in any new development. 

 
  



Q4. Topic 1 of the Neighbourhood Plan - Requiring new buildings to be well 
designed. Do you prefer option A or B? * 
A a broadly-based policy citing general good design principles that refers to the 
Design Code 73 responded 
B a more prescriptive policy that incorporates key aspects of the Design Code 48 
responded 
 

 
  

60%

40%

Q4. Topic 1 of the Neighbourhood Plan - Requiring new buildings to 
be well designed. Do you prefer option A or B?

A a broadly-based policy citing general good design principles that refers to the Design Code

B a more prescriptive policy that incorporates key aspects of the Design Code



Q5. Topic 2 of the Neighbourhood Plan - Safeguarding major tracts of open 
land. Do you prefer option A or B? * 
A a general policy applicable across the whole Plan area that seeks to provide 
guidance on the retention of an open character in relation to development proposals 
that arise 48 responded 
B a policy which identifies specific key larger tracts of open land that should be 
safeguarded from development. 73 responded 
 

 
  

40%

60%

Q5. Topic 2 of the Neighbourhood Plan - Safeguarding major tracts 
of open land. Do you prefer option A or B?

A a general policy applicable across the whole Plan area that seeks to provide guidance on the retention of an open
character in relation to development proposals that arise

B a policy which identifies specific key larger tracts of open land that should be safeguarded from development.



Q6. Topic 3 of the Neighbourhood Plan - Improving the appearance of the 
School Rd./Midgeland Rd. Junction. Do you agree with the proposed option? * 
Yes I agree with the proposed policy option to improve the appearance of School 
Rd/Midgeland Rd  112 responded 
No I disagree with the proposed policy option to improve the appearance of School 
Rd/Midgeland Rd 9 responded 

 
  

93%

7%

Q6. Topic 3 of the Neighbourhood Plan - Improving the 
appearance of the School Rd./Midgeland Rd. Junction. Do you 

agree with the proposed option?

Yes I agree with the proposed policy option to improve the appearance of School Rd/Midgeland Rd

No I disagree with the proposed policy option to improve the appearance of School Rd/Midgeland Rd



Q7. Topic 4 of the Neighbourhood Plan - Influencing the sizes and types of 
new homes. Do you prefer option A or B? * 
A a policy that broadly encourages a wider range of home sizes and types and is 
applied as and when planning applications are made 45 responded 
B a more specific policy that relates to each proposed site allocated for housing 76 
responded 
 

 
  

37.2%

62.8%

Q7. Topic 4 of the Neighbourhood Plan - Influencing the sizes and 
types of new homes. Do you prefer option A or B?

A a policy that broadly encourages a wider range of home sizes and types and is applied as and when planning
applications are made

B a more specific policy that relates to each proposed site allocated for housing



Q8. Topic 5 of the Neighbourhood Plan - Putting forward sites for housing 
development. Do you agree with the proposed option? * 
Yes I agree with the proposed policy option to allocate appropriate sites for housing 
development 100 responded 
No I disagree with the proposed policy option to allocate appropriate sites for 
housing development 21 responded 
 

 
  

83%

17%

Q8. Topic 5 of the Neighbourhood Plan - Putting forward sites for 
housing development. Do you agree with the proposed option?

Yes I agree with the proposed policy option to allocate appropriate sites for housing development

No I disagree with the proposed policy option to allocate appropriate sites for housing development



Q9. Topic 6 of the Neighbourhood Plan - Allowing other plots to be developed 
for housing. Do you prefer option A or B? * 
A a policy that could allow windfall sites of various types and sizes 30 responded 
B a policy that limits windfall developments to small infill plots and/or the 
redevelopment of previously used (‘brownfield’) land 91 responded 
 
 

 
  

25%

75%

Q9. Topic 6 of the Neighbourhood Plan - Allowing other plots to be 
developed for housing. Do you prefer option A or B?

A a policy that could allow windfall sites of various types and sizes

B a policy that limits windfall developments to small infill plots and/or the redevelopment of previously used as
brownfield land



Q10. Topic 7 of the Neighbourhood Plan - Supporting the continuation of 
market gardening. Do you prefer option A or B? * 
A have no policy to assist market garden businesses to continue in operation 22 
responded 
B a policy which encourages other suitable uses to help support the main 
horticultural enterprise. 99 responded 
 

 
  

18%

82%

Q10. Topic 7 of the Neighbourhood Plan - Supporting the 
continuation of market gardening. Do you prefer option A or B?

A have no policy to assist market garden businesses to continue in operation

B a policy which encourages other suitable uses to help support the main horticultural enterprise.



Q11. Topic 8 of the Neighbourhood Plan - Supporting equestrian development 
. Do you prefer option A or B? * 
A have no policy and treat each proposal that comes forward on its merits 44 
responded 
B a policy that openly encourages equestrian development 77 responded 
 
 

 
  

36%

64%

Q11. Topic 8 of the Neighbourhood Plan - Supporting  equestrian 
development . Do you prefer option  A or B?

A have no policy and treat each proposal that comes forward on its merits

B a policy that openly encourages equestrian development



Q12. Topic 9 of the Neighbourhood Plan - Enabling the restoration and 
community use of Midgeland Farm. Do you agree with the proposed option? * 
Yes I agree with the aim to save the main traditional farm buildings from being lost 
and then pursue their restoration and re-use including the creation of a community 
park on the surrounding land  120 responded 
No I disagree with the aim to save the main traditional farm buildings from being lost 
and then pursue their restoration and re-use including the creation of a community 
park on the surrounding land 1 responded 
 

 
  

99%

1%

Q12. Topic 9 of the Neighbourhood Plan - Enabling the restoration 
and community use of Midgeland Farm. Do you agree with the 

proposed option?

Yes I agree with the aim to save the main traditional farm buildings from being lost and then pursue their restoration
and re-use including the creation of a community park on the surrounding land



Q13. Topic 10 of the Neighbourhood Plan - Protecting local recreation sites. Do 
you agree with the proposed option? * 
Yes I agree with the proposed policy option to have a Local Green Space policy and 
apply it to key local sports and recreation land 118 responded 
No I disagree with the proposed policy option to have a Local Green Space policy 
and apply it to key local sports and recreation land 3 responded 
 
 

 
  

98%

2%

Q13. Topic 10 of the Neighbourhood Plan - Protecting local 
recreation sites. Do you agree with the proposed option?

Yes I agree with the proposed policy option to have a Local Green Space policy and apply it to key local sports and
recreation land

No I disagree with the proposed policy option to have a Local Green Space policy and apply it to key local sports and
recreation land



Q14. Topic 11 of the Neighbourhood Plan - Improving opportunities for local 
walking, horse riding and cycling. Do you agree with the proposed option? * 
Yes I agree with the proposed policy option that would help to enable more 
opportunities for walking, horse riding and cycling on the Moss. 118 responded 
No I disagree with the proposed policy option that would help to enable more 
opportunities for walking, horse riding and cycling on the Moss. 3 responded 
 
 

 
  

98%

2%

Q14. Topic 11 of the Neighbourhood Plan - Improving opportunities 
for local walking, horse riding and cycling. Do you agree with the 

proposed option?

Yes I agree with the proposed policy option that would help to enable more opportunities for walking, horse riding
and cycling on the Moss.

No I disagree with the proposed policy option that would help to enable more opportunities for walking, horse
riding and cycling on the Moss.



Q15. Topic 12 of the Neighbourhood Plan - Supporting proposals for holiday 
accommodation sites. Do you prefer option A or B? * 
A have no policy and treat each proposal that comes forward on its merits 84 
responded 
B a policy that encourages tourist accommodation sites and sets out what would be 
acceptable from a design point of view 37 responded 
 
 

 
  

69%

31%

Q15. Topic 12 of the Neighbourhood Plan - Supporting proposals for 
holiday accommodation sites. Do you prefer option A or B?

A have no policy and treat each proposal that comes forward on its merits

B a policy that encourages tourist accommodation sites and sets out what would be acceptable from a design point of
view



Q16. Should any different policy options be considered, any topics dropped or 
other topics added?  
Yes please see my comments in the box below  12 responded 
No I do not feel any different policy options should be considered 109 responded 
 
 

 
Comments (8 comments) 

Consideration of how green and open spaces could benefit the wider population of Blackpool 
(improve health and well being of people  in low deprived areas of Blackpool) and not just the local 
community. 

More emphasis please on solving the horrendous traffic situation on Common Edge/School roads. 

All the above are valid and strong points. Possibly in the future consideration could be given to a 
heritage site to include a working market garden as might have been seen at the turn of the century 
to be viewed alongside the development at Midgeland Farm.  

If Midgeland Farm cannot be made into a community facility for whatever reason we need a 
community building somewhere to act as a community hub, for youth groups/activities, families & 
elderly people. If we lose Marton Methodist Church we will struggle. 

I believe the following should be included  
1. Elected committee to move the plane forward, reasons as previously stated 
2. Voting on all aspects brought to meeting should be open to land owners as well as home owners, 
see comments above. 
3. No discrimination against anyone applying for planning permission, on racial, ethnic or any other 
grounds, and a free say on planning applications not lead by the opinions of an unelected 
committee, as per emails curculated that activally request that objections are made. 

10%

90%

Q16. Should any different policy options be considered, any topics 
dropped or other topics added? 

Yes No I do not feel any different policy options should be considered



traffic is a major issue and should be included in the plan, more traffic calming measures need to be 
looked at especially around the area of Midgeland Road leading to School Road 

As previously mentioned in this survey, We don't feel that any further housing developments are 
required in the Marton Moss area but would encourage any development that helps improve and 
maintain our dykes, footpaths and bridleways.  

Restrict the Neighbourhood Plan to the conservation area south of Progress Way. 

The 12 Policy Options seem at odds with the results of the Residents Survey Results in which Q9 
identified loss of green space as the top concern and Q5 identified the natural environment as the 
most important issue (scoring 9 out of a possible 10). In Q10 , safeguarding wildlife was one of the 
main topics raised. None of the 12 current Policy Options directly reflect these concerns. Proposed 
Objective 3 (Safeguarding Wildlife) is not reflected in any of the Policy Options. 

 
 
  



Q17. Do you agree with the findings of the Housing Needs Assessment? * 
Yes I agree with the findings of the Housing Needs Assessment 110 responded 
No I do not agree with the Housing Needs Assessment, my comments are in the box 
below 11 responded 
 

 
Comments (10 comments) 

A larger amount of housing could be accommodated without causing harm to 
the character of the Area if done so in a sustainable way.  

There are little enough green space in Blackpool apart from Stanley Park, leave the Moss alone! 

Looking at the area I feel there is a good mix of housing. The surrounding area needs to be developed 
sympathetically and I feel large scale development in the form of apartments and/or flats wouldnâ€™t 
be suited to the area.  

To many new homes on green belt when town centre needs redevolping 

Iâ€™m well aware we need housing but not at the expense of the amount of traffic it generates. 
Especially when the infrastructure isnâ€™t put in place first. School Road has seen a major increase in 
the volume of cars using it due to the housing estate on Cropper Road. There are to be more houses 
built further up which again will cause great congestion on our roads. Iâ€™m also concerned about the 
fact there is no footpath.  
If infill sites were used traffic would be dispersed around the area and not come from one site.  

If you own your own land you should be activally encourged to develop it, build your own home or the 
land will be sold to developers or as the committee have suggested 'the wrong type of person', who is 
the wrong type of person ????? The committee and the voting persons view members of the travelling 
community as the wrong type of person, their ongoing objections to applications proves this. 

91%

9%

Q17. Do you agree with the findings of the Housing Needs 
Assessment? 

Yes I agree with the findings of the Housing Needs Assessment

No I do not agree with the Housing Needs Assessment



Iâ€™m well aware we need housing but not at the expense of the amount of traffic it generates. 
Especially when the infrastructure isnâ€™t put in place first. School Road has seen a major increase in 
the volume of cars using it due to the housing estate on Cropper Road. There are to be more houses 
built further up which again will cause great congestion on our roads. Iâ€™m also concerned about the 
fact there is no footpath.  
If infill sites were used traffic would be dispersed around the area and not come from one site.  

I feel any development should be single property as multiple property is not in keeping with the area if 
we are trying to maintain the character of the moss 

We do NOT need any more housing, affordable or otherwise. 

I do not believe that Marton Moss is an appropriate location for any further so called 'affordable 
housing'. 

 

  



Q18. Do you agree with the findings of the design code? * 
Yes, I agree with the findings of the design code 117 responded 
No I do not agree with the findings of the design code, my comments are in the box 
below 4 responded 
 

 
Comments (3 comments) 
 

I don't agree with a blanket red RAG status for development of major open land.You can develop 
open land in such a way as to maintain trees, hedgerows, water habitats and retain wildlife corridors 
for maintaining habitat connectivity and existing character.  

Extra loud for those at the back, No more houses. 

In general agreement, but with some slight reservations. 

 
  

97%

3%

Q18. Do you agree with the findings of the design code?

Yes, I agree with the findings of the design code No I do not agree with the findings of the design code



Q19. The Housing Site Options & Assessment Report assesses which sites are 
considered suitable (green), potentially suitable (amber) or unsuitable (red) for 
housing development. Do you agree with each assessment? Please include 
the site no. (MM1 to MM31) * 
Yes, I agree with all the assessments. 102 responded 
No I do not agree with each assessment, my comments are in the box below. 19 
responded 
 

 
Comments (18 comments) 

I feel MM7 should at least be amber potentially suitable as per my comments above.  Other sites in 
the immediate area to MM7 have been identified as green albeit they are both predominantly 
within the flood risk 2 zone and have more constraints than MM7.  Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx it was infact an eyesore to the community.  The buildings we dilapidated, 
dangerous and overun with rats.  The land was overgrown and unkept.  The boundary fencing was 
also broken and dangerous.  Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxx 
xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxhe xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxx 
xxxxxxx   xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxx     xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx   xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxx 
xxx 

MM5 - access totally unsuitable from either Chapel Road or Stockydale Road. Traffic is already well 
in excess of what the roads were originally built for and there are few pavements on stretches 
where people often walk/horse ride. 
MM10 would only be acceptable using the existing driveway onto Chapel Road. The property has 
limited visibility on exit, due to being on a bend. The road is narrow, and there is no footpath. 

I feel MM29 should be a definite for building , frontage on to Division Lane only though. 

Firstly there is a lack of clarity and transparency on how the overall RAG rating was established. 
What weightings have been applied to the different criteria used for site assessment and how has 
that weighting been used to determine the final RAG status? Take two examples. MM1 - RAG Status 
Red and MM16 RAG status Green. How has MM16 been given Green when its a greenfiled site, 
within a flood zone, is grade 2 agricultural land, has potential impact on the historic environment as 
its within MM conservation Area, has a public footpath crossing the site, has poor accessibility to 
community facilities, has no pedestrian access. MM1 falls within a SSSI impact zone (however, there 
would be no requirement for Natural England Consultation if less than 10 houses built on), has poor 

84%

16%

Q19. The Housing Site Options & Assessment Report assesses 
which sites are considered suitable (green), potentially suitable 
(amber) or unsuitable (red) for housing development. Do you 

agree with each assessment?  Please include the site no. (MM1 
to MM31)

Yes, I agree with all the assessments. No I do not agree with each assessment



accessibility to community facilities, medium sensitivity for landscape and visual constraints, 
greenfield site, outside existing built up area and has been identified as major open land. How are 
these two sites so different? I would like to see further consultation regarding the Site Options RAG 
status report due to its lack of transparency and would like to see consideration given to sustainable 
development on some of the land earmarked as "Major Open Land". 

I would not like to see any development that would affect the rural aspect of and around St Nicholas 
Road. Access to MM22, MM23 & MM25 would appear to be from School Road which is not suitable 
for an increase in traffic particularly as there is a small primary school very close to this point. 

Comments as Q17 

Nothing seems to provide amenities for all this housing 

I do not agree with MM17b being suitable for housing. It is a former market garden with 
greenhouses, not an industrial site as stated and was used for horse grazing until present owner 
allowed it to go unused. The statement that this is 'previously developed land' is incorrect, it has 
only had greenhouses on as has much of Moss land. It should remain grazing land. 
 
I also disagree with MM30, the existing dwelling is a characterful thatched cottage which must not 
be allowed to be demolished for a replacement dwelling. This is a heritage property which should be 
retained and would have a detrimental effect on the neighbourhood if it were allowed to be 
replaced. 

Building on field mm17bwould ruin the character of Stockydale Road 

Some of the sites have already had planning permission denied, (Sandy Lane, Midgeland Road, for 
example),  or are subject to a potential TPO, (School Road), yet are classed as green. This would 
suggest that Marton Moss would have more protection under the council's Local Plan. Also, whilst I 
support not building on the land around Chapel Road/ Progress Way, one of the sites is deemed 
unsuitable as it has no access to local amenities, whilst another site, very close by is classed as 
green, with no mention of local amenities. 

I disagree xxxxxxx MM23 xx xxxxx xx xxxxxx xxx  do not want any development on it, it is also 
difficult to tell from the map if mm25 forms xxxx xx xx xxxx xx x xxxxxxxxxx xxxx either way i do not 
want any development in this area. 

Site Number (MM29) 
I donâ€™t agree with â€œare there any Public Rights of way crossing the siteâ€• it was stated as 
â€œyes a bridle way at the side of the landâ€� itâ€™s not crossing the land. There is a dyke 
between the land and the bridle way. There is no Public Right of way over this land. 
I think if infill sites were developed on Midgeland  Road and Division Lane it would have to address 
the dykes and could potentially avoid flooding in the future.  

Any site should be considered on its own merit, no area should be discounted for any reason. 

Site Number (MM29) 
I donâ€™t agree with â€œare there any Public Rights of way crossing the siteâ€• it was stated as 
â€œyes a bridle way at the side of the landâ€� itâ€™s not crossing the land. There is a dyke 
between the land and the bridle way. There is no Public Right of way over this land. 
I think if infill sites were developed on Midgeland  Road and Division Lane it would have to address 
the dykes and could potentially avoid flooding in the future.  

MM7 has been designated unsuitable.  This is the only plot between Progress Way and St Nicholas 
Road that does not have a house on it.  X xxx xx xxxxxx xx xxxxxxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxx xx xxxxxxxxxx  
xxx xxxxxxxxxx  xxxxxx xxxx xxxx xxx xxxxxxxxxx xx xx xxxx x xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxx xxx xx xxx xxxx xxx 
xxx xx xxxxxxx xxx xxxxx xxxx xx xx xxx xxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx I request that the 
designation be reconsidered. 



particularly opposing MM16 and MM. New Hall Ave to small to support and further traffic. More 
housing not required. Surrounding land has already experienced a massive rise and the water levels 
in the ground leaving the fields and gardens boggy all year round, any further building would cause 
more problems for the surrounding properties. 

Most of the sites north of Progress Way are perfectly suitable for development. 

MM17B 
Has never been Former Industrial Site ! 
was a Market Garden & then used for equestrian grazing 
Access to Stockydale is unsuitable due to the narrow lane, 
developing this site would spoil the look & feel of the lane. 
 
MM30 
This is a characterfull cottage with thatched roof, any replacements would not be in keeping with 
the area, with Stockydale being unsuitable for any extra traffic. 
 
MM5 
This site would impact the rural feel of the area 

 

  



Q20. Do you agree with the suggested criteria for allocating sites for housing 
development?  
Yes I agree with the suggested criteria for allocating sites 112 responded 
No I feel they should be amended, please see my comments in the box below 9 
responded 
 

 
Comments ( 9 comments) 

It's not that I don't agree with the selected criteria, however, there is a lack of transparency regarding 
how all the criteria are taken into consideration to form the RAG rating.   

I donâ€™t think we need anymore houses - we are semi rural and would like to stay this way  

Whilst I agree with certain aspects could provision be made to only allow a certain number of 
developments per year given the number of required housing over the next 10 years to ensure only 
limited development. 

As above, the criteria didn't seem to be applied consistently. The question on planning permission, as 
an example, stated nothing/nothing relevant on the land at Sandy Lane, when permission was sought 
and refused, (the appeal was decidied in 2015).  

I disagree as development should be left to the owner of the land and free of outside influence. 

Yet again all sites should be considered on their own merit, we need housing and the Moss should 
never become exclusive, decided on and by people with unelected authority. 

Remove MM16 and M9 

The allocations are ok within the conservation area boundary - not the proposed Neighbourhood Plan 
area. 

93%

7%

Q20. Do you agree with the suggested criteria for allocating sites 
for housing development? If not, please comment in the next 

section

Yes I agree with the suggested criteria for allocating sites No I feel they should be amended



There has been enough development on the moss. 

 

  



Q21. Do you agree with the findings of the Major Open Land Study? * 
Yes I agree with the findings of the Major Open Land Study 114 responded 
No I do agree with the findings of the Major Open Land Study, please see my 
comments in the box below 7 responded 
 

 
Comments (6 comments) 

The main reasons for designating the four areas as major tracts of open land that should be 
protected and hence all have a Red RAG status include: "The areas contribute greatly to the pastoral 
character of the Moss. They act to help break-up and separate the more built-up parts of the Area 
and distinguish it from the remainder of Blackpool. In addition, these open tracts play an important 
functional role in supporting biodiversity, acting as part of the local ecological networks. It is also 
commonly accepted that open green spaces within otherwise built-up areas can play an important 
role in the physical and mental well-being of people 
living nearby and visitors to an area". Land in particular bounded by Chapel Road, Yeadon Way and 
Cropper Road North do not break up and separate the more built-up parts of the Moss as they are 
on the very outskirts of the Moss boundary. I could understand this statement if they were 
intermingled within the built up areas. In fact those that would 'break-up' the built-up area have 
either got an Amber or Green RAG status. Large parts of land around Chapel and Cropper road are 
only pastoral as they currently house illegally grazed horses. Some of the fly grazers who understand 
the dangers of the highly poisonous to livestock Ragwort which is common in this area, have taken it 
upon themselves to erect illegal fences and gates! Others have probably had horse casualties. This 
areas has for a long time been unkept and a hotspot for fly tipping and would benefit from 
development that is in-keeping with the character of the Area with sustainable development that 
maintains habitat connectivity and enhances local biodiversity through restoration. Developers who 
clearly value biodiversity and include biodiversity adaptations and green infrastructure, where it is 
feasible, should be encouraged. Whilst I agree that nature provides physical and mental well-being 
benefits, I question how many people in the community and wider would benefit from the land as is 
stands over a well thought out sustainable development ? 

I feel that other areas should be added to this list. These being around New Hall Avenue and Jubilee 
Lane North but excluding MM9 & MM16, which can be accessed from Midgeland Road. 

94%

6%

Q21. Do you agree with the findings of the Major Open Land 
Study?,

Yes I agree with the findings of the Major Open Land Study

No I do agree with the findings of the Major Open Land Study



There are enough footpaths on the Moss - leave it alone 

I object to the open land study as part of the land suggested (south of Ecclesgate Road ) xx xxxxx xx 
xxxxxx xxx xx xxxx x xxxxx xxxxxx xxx xxxx xx xx xxxx xxxx xx x xxxxxx 

More land should be considered 

The Neighbourhood Plan would have more merit if the northern boundary of the area is Progress 
Way. 

 

  



Q22. Do you agree with the findings of the Local Green Space study?  
Yes I agree with the findings of the Local Green Space study  119 responded 
No I do not agree with the Local Green Space Study, please see my comments in 
the box below 2 responded 
 

  
 
Comments (1 comment) 
 

I do not agree with local green space being turned into outdoor recreation areas, however i have 
no objection to it being safeguarded from development. 

 
  

98%

2%

Q22. Do you agree with the findings of the Local Green Space 
study? 

Yes I agree with the findings of the Local Green Space study

No I do not agree with the Local Green Space Study



Q23. Do you agree with the findings of the Footpaths, Bridleways and Cycle 
Routes study?  
Yes I agree with the findings of the Footpaths, Bridleways and Cycle Routes study 
115 responded 
No I feel it should be amended, please see my comments in the box below 6 
responded 
 

 
Comments (6 comments) 
 

The additional footpaths proposed would be difficult if not impossible to achieve. More thought 
needed on this topic. We need to bring the current public footpaths up to scratch before we start 
thinking about new ones, most of them are impassible. 

No I do not agree as one of the proposed new paths (near the western end of St Nicholas Rd) has no 
clear route as the route it would take is unclear, xxx xxx xx xxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxx xx xx xxxxx xxx 
xxxxx xx xx xxxxxxxx, xxxxx x xx xxx xxxxx xx. The fact that  there is already a footpath that serves the 
same destinations 200 meters away adds to the reason why the proposed new footpath is 
unnecessary. In addition to this, it could lead to a vast increase of vehicular traffic due to the school as 
there is no adequate parking for the school on school road. I feel that this would lead to St Nicholas 
Rd being used as a pick up and drop off point for children and as there is no turning point available at 
the end of St Nicholas Rd where would they be able to turn around? Furthermore,  the question must 
be raised that due to St Nicholas Rd being unadopted who would be liable for maintenance of the 
road and any damage to vehicles, also who would be liable for any trips/falls that may occur, this 
question of liability must be established. Adding to this, there is no pavement on St Nicholas Rd it is 
only a single track road wide enough to accommodate one car and it is definitely not wide enough for 
two cars to pass safely. With no parking on St Nicholas Rd it is a concern that people would leave their 
cars to walk dogs, go to the football ground and school etc leaving driveways blocked and the road 
impassable. With the increase in vehicular traffic and no safety measures in place I also fear my son, 
who is diagnosed with autism and possesses no road safety skills, would be put at risk. Due to  the 
increased footfall along St Nicholas Rd, people going to the football ground, pub etc could lead to an 
increase in antisocial behaviour potentially late at night leading to increased anxiety for the residents 
of St Nicholas Road, who are predominantly older and widowed. Finally, as sections of the proposed 
new path would be difficult to be made accessible to people with disabilities surely this would be 
discriminating as in this age, surely a new footpath would have to be disabled friendly. 

95%

5%

Q23. Do you agree with the findings of the Footpaths, Bridleways 
and Cycle Routes study? 

Yes I agree with the findings of the Footpaths, Bridleways and Cycle Routes study No I feel it should be amended



I believe it's unrealistic to expand the footpath network. We don't even maintain the current paths 
and most of them are overgrown and virtually impassable.  

The existing set up adequately caters for these requirements. 

I feel some rights of way have been missed on the plan 

More connected safe bridleways and bike routes needed 

 
  



Q24. Do you have any other comments to make at this stage of the 
Neighbourhood Plan?, If so, please use the box below 

No further comments 

Thanks for the chance to give my opinion 

I do feel plot MM7 has been assessed unfairly and would like to understand why.  As stated prior 
the plot is deemed yellow low risk but is listed as red unsuitable.  338 Midgeland Road xxx xxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxx has recently granted permission for a annex again within flood zone 2.  338 Midgeland 
Road is also in the process of further developing their residential house by extension again within 
flood zone 2. 
Xx xxxx xxxxx xxx xxxx xxx 5 xxxxx xxx the buildings now on site have never flooded. 
Xxx xxxxxxxxxx xxx xxxx xxx xx xx xx xxxx xx xxx xxxxxxxxx xxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxx xxxx xxx xx xxxxxxxx xxx 
xxxxxxxxxx xx xxxxx x xxxxxxxx. 
Plot MM9 is predominantly flood zone 2 to the frontage yet it has been assessed and recommended 
development should take place to the front of the plot.  

Section 10 Possible policy options - School Lane should it be School Rd ? 

No further comments 

Please just keep it as it is just get it tidied up and stop all these housing estates being built.  

Very much in favour of restoration and re-use of midgeland farm for the creation of a community 
park on the surrounding land!  

No 

if large developments were to be permitted there should be a donation to midgeland farm to help 
re develop ,and to maintain roads bridleways footpaths it  go into a slush fund ,and where 
appropriate local tradesmen and facilities to be used  

Let's make Marton Moss Great again! 

The encroachment of development on all sides of the Moss is causing major traffic congestion which 
is a huge concern. This should be made an absolute top priority. 

It is to be hoped that the Council will take notice and support the plan. 

This is a great job being done by all concerned with this plan. Thank you. 

leave the Moss alone 

Our moss is overrun by  travellers who do not add anything to our community and our roads are to 
busy 

The biggest problem is the horrendous traffic situation on the Moss, especially Common Edge Rd 
and School Rd. This should be the primary focus of the neighbourhood plan. No more large housing 
developments. More rigid enforcement of traffic speed and weight regulations.   

I think the Neighbourhood Plan is very well written and incorporates all of the key issues with 
clarity. I am very grateful for the effort, dedication and time that has gone into ensuring the vision 
has the opportunity to become a reality.  

No 

No, Mr Woodhouse and forum members seem to have covered our intentions. 

Please donâ€™t allow house building on flood plains and marsh land! 

My wife and I have recently taken walks in the area during the lockdown period. We often use 
Ordance Survey maps and follow rights of way shown on them. Sadly, we found some are not 
accessible or even blocked. We feel that those in authority should be dealing with this. Having 
noticed the notices around about this survey, and found the website for the survey, we are pleased 



that this problem has already been noted in one of the reports and strongly support efforts to 
rectify the situation. 

The traffic situation on the Moss area continues to get worse. Even with one end of Midgeland 
closed off at the Division Lane junction the road is still busy. More housing developments will 
inevitably worsen this already bad situation. Please resist large housing development as a priority. 
Thank you. 

Thank you for taking the time and effort to produce the plan but we do have concerns about the 
changes that have already happened on the moss (ie tree removal and burning and retrospective 
planning for concrete laying and building erection.  

We moved to the area 4 years ago to enjoy the rural feel and are worried that over development 
will destroy that precious rural feel. We therefore fully support the efforts and intentions of the 
Forum. 

Thank you for the work done so far on this.  
 
Having the map showing all public rights of way and your report on condition was something that 
deserves wider publication. It's really useful. I hope the Council support the provision of better 
signage and maintenance.  
 
I'd also like to see a regular plan to keep the bridlepaths alongside the Progress Way cut as these 
paths are multi use and there is no regular maintenance plan. It's not safe as the path is narrow if 
different user types meet eg horses and cyclists which is a health and safety concern. Also we need 
more loop walks. 

We need cycle lanes and existing overgrown rights of way cleared 

As explained above, my main objection is the inclusion of specific additional sites for housing when 
the requirement for the plan period has already been met and there is no evidence that housing 
over and above the requirement is needed. Also, I cannot see how any of the areas identified would 
result in the provision of any Affordable Homes, which would appear to be what Blackpool as a 
whole, lacks. I appreciate that a lot of work has gone into the plan so far, and I am in agreement 
with the majority of the other findings in the documents which are well written and easy to 
understand. 

Keep up the good work!  

Something has got to be done concerning traffic  The radar Road I believe has now got funding, but I 
donâ€™t believe this will be enough with the amount of  land soon to be developed. We have to 
look after this community which includes St Nicholas School from all the traffic generated by the 
amount of houses being built in the area.  
If articulated lorries are to be allowed  to use all School Rd  Whatâ€™s going to happen at  school 
times the road will be gridlocked. The emergency services struggle to get through at these times as 
it is. God forbid if there is an accident on Queensway everything comes to a standstill.  
Iâ€™m sorry if some of the answers contradicted what I am now saying but to be honest I found it 
very difficult to find the information I needed to answer some of the questions. All I do know is 
surely there are other places to build other than here. Let infill sites be used but make the buildings 
in keeping with the area. Keep to the amount of houses allowed for each site. 
I agree wholeheartedly for Midgeland Rd Farm to be saved from further deterioration and to allow it 
to become part of the community. Itâ€™s needed even more now with all the traffic in the area and 
dangers on the road.  

I believe I have made my comments and feeling about the proposed plan clear in the comments I 
have provided. 

I think we have enough houses with the thousands of houses that have been built on the moss over 
the last 20 years. The little bit of the moss land that is left should be used for equestrian pursuits, 
bridleways, safe cycling and walking. I also think more market gardens should be encourage. The 
pandemic is proof that we need quite safe county lanes and outdoor areas for people to use. 



Thank you for all your efforts on behalf on the people of the Moss. Don't be discouraged by the few 
spiteful and venomous individuals who are only motivated by self interest. 

Something has got to be done concerning traffic  The radar Road I believe has now got funding, but I 
donâ€™t believe this will be enough with the amount of  land soon to be developed. We have to 
look after this community which includes St Nicholas School from all the traffic generated by the 
amount of houses being built in the area.  
If articulated lorries are to be allowed  to use all School Rd  Whatâ€™s going to happen at  school 
times the road will be gridlocked. The emergency services struggle to get through at these times as 
it is. God forbid if there is an accident on Queensway everything comes to a standstill.  
Iâ€™m sorry if some of the answers contradicted what I am now saying but to be honest I found it 
very difficult to find the information I needed to answer some of the questions. All I do know is 
surely there are other places to build other than here. Let infill sites be used but make the buildings 
in keeping with the area. Keep to the amount of houses allowed for each site. 
I agree wholeheartedly for Midgeland Rd Farm to be saved from further deterioration and to allow it 
to become part of the community. Itâ€™s needed even more now with all the traffic in the area and 
dangers on the road.  

Traffic is a huge problem on the moss, particularly Chapel Road where i run my Equestrian business 
from. It is used as a rat run to and from the motorway as well as the big Tesco. In order to support 
equestrianism this is something that requires serious consideration as it simply is'nt safe. Riders are 
being forced to stable their equines outer fylde where traffic is much less which is a real shame from 
a personal level and for Marton Moss in general.  

Thank you for your efforts to keep the Moss a pleasant place to live. It is appreciated. 

Increasingly difficult to get out onto Common Edge due to traffic. No more big developments on the 
Moss please. Thanks for your hard work. 

No I don't  

Whilst we should consider the general aspects of use and development of the Moss area, I feel it's 
also important to consider the wants/needs of the residents/landowners.  Most want to live on their 
own land but can't due to current planning restrictions.  Designating a site for development does 
not necessarily mean giving the whole site up for a housing estate to be built (e.g. the old Baguley's 
site) but allowing a single residence to be built.  Please bear this in mind. 

Can we have any say on what goes on in Marton Moss Fylde? As this also impacts on Marton Moss 
Blackpool.  

Relating to the appearance of the School Rd./Midgeland Rd. Junction: Instead of relying on possible 
development to improve the appearance, could more not be done by the council, through grants, or 
by the landowners to properly maintain these areas. It could then be included under the 
greenspace/open land studies. Also is there not an onus on the council to keep the junction safe. 
When overgrown it becomes difficult to see oncoming traffic when turning, and therefore 
dangerous on a route which is becoming more and more used. 

Big thanks to you for all your hard work. The Moss deserves to be protected. 

As a resident who was born on Marton moss in 1948 I  feel that it is absolutely essential that this 
area situated between the urban conurbations of Blackpool and Lytham st Anne's must strongly 
retain it's unique rural position the legacy of a one time thriving horticultural industry from which 
the area derives the unique landscape of leafy lanes.hedge rows and the myriad of public footpaths 
and bridle ways all of which played their part in the access to the various horticultural  
smallholdingsThe vast majority of residents have lived here all their lives in a area that allows 
freedom and space and now perhaps more advanced in years still wish to do so in a environment 
that is part of our lives 
Whilst we accept that there are now some shortfalls.public footpaths,and parcels of land that are 
now disused and would only deteriorate further without some rejuvenation(all of which has been 



highlighted in the plan)I do not agree with any proposals for mass housing.It is of paramount 
importance that a green belt is maintained between the Southern and Northern boundaries of 
Blackpool and StAnnes.Without this restriction on Intense housing development this unique,area 
would be lost and would become part of a urban landscape. 
To summarize, I support the proposed plan but  hope the above personal comments are  noted. 

We feel that there are plenty of improvements that can be made to the area without adding any 
more housing. As there are plenty of areas in Blackpool that are in desperate need of renovation we 
feel that new housing would be better placed there. What the moss needs are better roads not full 
of pot holes. Maintained footpaths. Dykes to be improved and maintained to address the flooding 
issue which continuously gets worse the more kensington's puts up houses in the area. The bus 
route to be returned to Midgeland road.  

Having recently moved here I would not like to see the area become over developed like so many of 
our towns. I chose this area because of its open aspects and rural character. 

Further accommodations should be made for gypsies/travelling showman sites 

Further accommodations should be made for gypsies/travelling showman sites 

No more housing estates please. Lets keep the rural feel that makes the Moss special. 

I think that the draft Plan could be improved/updated to better reflect residents' self-identified 
concerns based on the Survey Results data. Forthcoming national planning policy will require all new 
development to deliver Biodiversity Net Gain (BNG). The Plan should also require SUDS in any new 
development (given identified local drainage issues & concerns). For residential development, you 
might like to look at design codes like 'Building with Nature' (www.buildingwithnature.org.uk). It 
would also be helpful to look at Blackpool's Nature Conservation Statement and given the border 
with Fylde, their adopted Biodiversity SPD. You need to be considering ecological networks 
(especially north-south) & any opportunity to enhance these (perhaps through the Midgeland Farm 
proposal). 

Thank you for taking the trouble to keep me informed 

None 

None 

 
 


